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SYNOPSIS

This paper describes and discusses the underlying principles of a
]•A•m-_--•, sy m w'nich was designed, constructed, and

recently put into service at the David Taylor Model Basin. The DTMJk
Planar-Motion-Mechanism Systemnincorporntes in ne dec_ =-- .z------;
Lor experimentally determining all of the hydrodynamic-stability coeffi-
cients requir'4d in .he equations of motion for a submerged body in six
dvgrees of freedom. These include coefficients usually classified
into the three categories of static-stability, rotary-stability, and accel-
eration derivatives. o

The most unique feature of the system is the method used to impart
hydrodynamically pure pitching and heaving motions to a given submerged
body. This enables the explicit and accurate determination of iLdividual
derivatives without resort to the solution of simultaneous equations as
is necessary when other types of oscillation devices are used. Other
combinations of pitching and heaving motions can also be produced by
the mechanism, if so desired.

The balance system used to measure the forces and moments also
differs distinctly from the multi-component dynamometers used by most
other model-basin or wind-tunnel facilities. !1 is 4omposed of modular
flexural gages employing a variable-reluctance transducer which indi-
vidually measure a single force in either the X-, Y-, or Z-direction
depending upon orientation. Roll moment is obtained by a torsional gage 4

which is sensitive only to a moment about a single axis. A balance
system in thus produced which is mechanically free of interactions and
consequently the calibration of each gage is unaffected by whatever other
loads may be imposed on the system.

The recording system is automatic upon command and contains
features which are intended to reduce data processing to a minimum. The I
static-stability or steady-state data are obtained digitally and are re-
corded in tabular form by electric typewriter and also can be transcribed
to IBM punch cards or recording tape. The oscillation measurements
pass through a resolver and integrator and are recorded as essentially
discrete values of in-phase and quadrature force components for each
normalized frequency in pitching or heaving.

INTRODUCTION

The stability and control characteristics of a submerged body
moving through a fluid can be understood best on the basis of a thorough
analysis of the differential equations which govern the motion. These
equations of motion are comprised of numerous coefficients or deriv-
atives which are of hydrodynamic origin. Consequently, to obtain
solutions for any given configuration it is necessary to know these coef-
ficients with reasonable accuracy. Many attempts have been made in
the past to fulfill this requirement by utilizing various experimental
and theoretical techniques, or combinations of both.



¶I
Among the experimental methods used, fairly refined techniques

have been developed by model basins and wind tunnels for measuring
forces and monments due to hull orientation; the so-called static stability
and control coef fir4i-an T4_-,'- 6--,1- -.-- -;-- '•.1•-- ,•1 iziei•.•sod
used to determine forces and moments associated with variations in
angular velocity, linear acceleration, and angular accleration have been
.,a;,, ;; C.wow1LL1. The techmques that have been tried in this respect in-
clude facilities such as the rotating arm, free oscillator, forced oscil-
lator, curved-flow tunnel, and curved models in a straight flow facility.
Some of these facilities may eventually provide the required accuracy.
However, the desired stage of refinement has not been reached due to
problems such as instrumentation and molel support.

The th,.--^t4,!.- .:-ans employed to obtain hydrodynamic coefficients
also have been inadequate. With bare-body configurations, theory has
been used with reasonable success to compute coefficients such as added
mass and added moment of inertia which are tamenable to treatment on
the basis of potential flow considerations. However, coefficients which
are primarily due to viscous flow, such as "static" and "rotary" forces
and moments, are not obtained reliably witi- existing theory. With con-
figurations which include appendages such as ccuntrol surfaces, decks,
fairwaters, and propellers, the calculations based on ex:sting theory
become even more suspejut.

With full realization of the apparent shortcomings in both experi-
mental and theoretical approaches to this subject, the David Taylor
Model Basin initiatei a study of the problem under its Fundamental Hydro-
mechanics Research Program. As an outgrowth of this study, it was
decided that the most direct approach would be to acquire a :acility
which would provide by experimental means all coefficients required in
the equations of motion for uix degrees of frgei-dom of arbitrary submerged
body-appendage configurations. Accordingly, techniques were devised
and a design for equilment to perform this function was initiated in
October 1956. In June 1957, construction was completed and shortly
thereafter the new device called the DTMB Planar-Motion-Mechanism
Systemr was placed into regular service.

This paper outlines the considerations leading to the basic concepts.
sets forth the principles of operation, and describes the apparatus and
instrunientation of the DTMB Planar-Motion-Mechanism System. A few
typical curves are given to illustrate the kinds of end results that are
obtained with the system.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The derivations and composition of the equations of motion have
formed the subject of numerous text books and papers. For the purpose
of this paper, therefore, only the general nature of these equations are
considered. This is done to give some insight into the problems which
must be faced inthe design of experimental facilities for the evaluation
of the equations.
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Thle hydrodynamic forces and moments which enter into the equations ..

of motion as coefficients are usually classified into three categories:
static, rotary, and ar,-a-r-_ti_,. L& Uq; coeiiiclents are due to
components of linear velocity of the body relative to the fluid; the rotary
coefficients are due to angular velocity; and the acce|poa,.ti,.-- €,,$,

"tre duco elfici r linear or angular acceleration. Within limited ranges.
the coefficients are linear with respect to the appropriate variables and
thus may be utilized as static, rotary. and acceleration derivatives in
linearized equations of motion.

It may be crncluded from the foregoing classification, that the ex-
perimental determination of the coefficients of the equations of motion
requires facilities which will impart linear and angular velocities and
accelerations to a given body with respect to a fluid. F,'r example, the
usual basin iacilitiv. -. , 4.4,rriages designed to tow models in a straight
line at constant speed. Such facilities can be equipped to orient models
in either pitch or yaw to obtain the static coefficients. However, more
mpecialized types of facilities, such as rotating arm or oscillator, are
required to impart the angular velocities that are necessary to obtain
rotary coefficients. The oscillator type of facility provides also linear
and angular accelerations so that the acceleration coefficients may be
drctermined experimentally. ,

The choice of a suitable facility for determining hydrodynamic coef-
ficients involves many considerations pertaining to accuracy, expediency.
and ease of data analysis. A detailed treatment of these problems is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, of primary concern is the de-
gree to which the experimental technique involves explicit relationships
and avoids the need for solutions of matrices. Also techniques which
involve extrapolations should be avoided. To Illustrate, a carriage
which tows a model at uniform velocity in straight-line pitched or yawed
flight is a direct and explicit means of determining static cot fficients.
Similarly, a rotating arm which tows a model at uniform angular veloc-
ity and tangential to the circular path at each of several different radii
is a means for determining rotary coefficients explicitly. On the other
hand, the use of the rotating arm to obtain static coefficients should be
considered as an indirect procedure since the data must be extrapolated
to infinite radius. The usual oscillator techniques are even more in-
direct and, at best require solutions of simultaneous equations to obtain
rotary and acceleration derivatives.

Each of the techniques mentioned can be used most advantageously
for obtaining one category of hydrodynamic coefficients. The straight-
line towing carriage supplies only the static coefficients. The rotating
arm supplies rotary coefficients directly and static coefficients indi-
rectly. The oscillator supplies all three categories of coefficients, but
all indirectly.

The foregoing conaiderations suggest the desirability of having a
single system to determine explicity all of the coefficients required in
the equations of motion for six degrees of freedom. To accomplish this
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objective, it is necessary to develop a facility which can move a bodythrough water with "hvdrodvnamira-1ii , Iy " .... , ..."1111..
velocities, linear accelerations, and angular acceleration. in all de-
g rees of freedom. This concept forms the basis of the DTMB Planar-ikfr' ,. _' , '. -- .t - ...

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The DTMB Planar-Motion- Mechanism System as it physically existsis described in detail in the next section. It is desirable, however, toconsider first the principles underlying the operation of the mcchanismso that the d,-sic., concept can be generally understood. The system wasdesigned primarily for obtaining hydrodynamic characteristics of deeplysubmerged bodies in either the vertical or horizontal planes of motion.It can be used as well to obtain vertical-plane characteristics for bodiesoperating near or on the water surface. In the interest of simplicity,however, the mode of operation applying to submerged bodies in thevertical plane will be used to describe the principles of the system.

Thr kind of motion for static coefficients is commonly used by windtunnel and model basin facilities and, therefore, does not need to beexplained in detail. The diagram in Figure 1 schematically representsthis type of motion. The components are given with respect to a body-axis system with the origin at the center of gravity, CG.

(sea,)

Figure 1 - Straight-] "ne Pitched Motion for Steady-State Tests

The system produces this motion by using a towing carriage totow the model in a straight path at constant velocity. Discrete pitchangles for each run are set by a tilt table which supports the modelthrough a pair of twin towing struts. Control surface angles are alsoset discretely for each run. Forces are measured by internal balancesat each of the two struts to obtain static forces and moments.

The unique feature of the DTMB Planar Motion Mechanism is thekinds of motions produced to enable the explicit determination of the
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___-_.rv, ,and Mcienra. Zinusoidal motions are imposed tothe model at the point of attachment of each of the two towing struts

while the model in being towed through tha ,tcrbU•. ariae.Thto. ... •"• L arriage.ar The

Are phased in such a manner an to produce the desired con-
ditions of hydrodynamically "pure heaving" and "pure pitching". It is
possible also, if required for any reason. to produce various combina-
tions of pitching and heaving, Figure 2 illustrate@ various types of
motions including (a) the type of motion usually associated with oscil-
lators, (b) pure heaving, and (c) pure pitching. The latter two are the
basic motions associated with the DTMB Planar Motion Mechanism.

(a) Combined Pitching and Heaving

(b) Pure Heaving

4 4

(c) Pure Pitching

Figure 2 - Oscillation Types of Motion

The oscillator motion depicted by Figure 2a is actually a combina-
tion of pure pitching and heaving motions. The CG is constrained to
move in a straight path while the model, which oscillates in a see-saw
fashion, assumes sinusoidally varying angles of attack and pitch angles.
Since the model is subjected to both linear and angular accelerations, a
mixture of static, rotary, and acceleration forces and moments results.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to perform a similar oscillation
about a second reference point. The two oscillation conditions together
with the static tests provide data which can be used to separate the
hydrodynamic coefficients. The solution of simultaneous equations in-
volved in thi a process, however, could lead to errors because of the
wide differences in magnitude between the various individual coefficients.
The oscillator type of motion is produced by the Planar Motion Mech-
anism when the two struts move sinusoidally at 180 degrees out of phase
with each other.
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The pure heaving motion shown in Figure 2b is obtained when both
struts move sinusoidally in phase with each other. This results in a
motion whereby the model CG moves in a ainii,_ 4-h -.*' he-
pitch angle B remains zero.

The pur-- p..tch.ia i-zUuui uhuwn in Figure 2c in obtained by moving
both struts out of phase with each other; the phase angle between struts
is dependent upon frequency of oscillation, forward speed, and distance
of each strut from CG. The relationship is as follows:

where

s is the phase angle between struts,
W is the frequency of oscillation,

x is the distance of each strut from the CG, and

U is the forward speed of the model.

The resulting motion is one in which the model CG moves in a sinusoidal
path with the model axis tangent to the path (angle of attack a = 0).

The process for obtaining translatory acceleration derivatives from
Imire heaving tests is represented diagrammatically in Figure 3. The
diagrams across the top of the figure show the motions of the aft and
forward struts with respect to each other. Corresponding positions of a
synchronous switch, provided with the electrical system to rectify the
sinusoidal signals from the force balances, are also shown. At the left
is a column of graphs showing the resulting motions and forces at the
CG. The right-hand column contains the mathematical relationships
represented by each graph. Descending fr m the top of Figure 3, there
is the vertical displacement z curve, the associated velocity icurve,
the associated acceleration i curve, and then the vertical force Z
curve. It may be noted that the Z curve is displaced in point of the
from the z curve by phase angle ý. Thus Z can be considered as being
made up of two components, one in phase wILh the motion at the CG,
Z , and the other in quadrature with the motion at the CG, Z . The
sonded area per cycle under each curve represents the magnifies of
Zin$ and Zout, respectively.

The in-phase component of force is directly related to the linear
acceleration and, therefore, can be used to compute explicitly the
associated acceleration derivatives. For example, the nondimensional
acceleration derivative Z I which defines the added mass can be obtained
as follows: w
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Pure Heoving Synchronos Switch
Aft Fwd 2700
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Figure 3 - Analysis of Pure Heaving Motion
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S+
Z 8('= + M('

where

(Z)) and (Z a) are in the in-phase compone its at each strut
of t29 resultanYorco ZR,

wo is the amplitude of the linear acceleration, and

m m' is the mass of the model.

The process for obtaining rotary and angular acceleration deriva-
tives from purre pitchirng tests is represented diagrammatically in
Figure 4. The order followed is similar to that shown in Figure 3. In
this case, the pitch angle traces (0, 0, and 0) are of prim ry interest.
The Z curve is displaced in point of time from the 0 curve by phase
angle ý. The procedure for resolving the resultant force into in-phase
and quadrature components is similar to that for the pure heaving case.
The shaded area per cycle under each curve represents the magnitudes
of Z. and Zo, respectively.

in out pciey

In the pure pitching case,the in-phase component of force is directly
related to the angular acceleration and the quadrature component is
directly related to the angular velocity. Thus both the angular accelera-
tion and rotary derivatives can be computed explicitly. For example.
the nondimensional rotary derivative Z ' can be obtained as follows:q

z q1= 8[(z')out + (Za) out]
q m

8 qo'

where

(Zj) _ and (Z*) _are the quadrature components at each strut
of tBLtresultant°rce ZR and,

q is the amplitude of the angular velocity.

The force componentui are mearared separately at each of the two
struts for both the heaving and pure pitching cases. Since the struts
are equidistant from the model CG, all of the various moment deriva-
tives associated with the oscillations are also obtained explicitly.

8
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

The DT- P *lanar - Motion- Mechanlsm System is a coln ete

embraces all mechanical, electrical, and electronic components neces-
sary to carry out all functions starting from the delivery of the model
to finalized processing of data preparatory to analysis. This ircludes
preparation of the model for testing, conduct of static and oscillation

tes s, sensing and recording of test data, and processing data digitally
in tabulated form or for input to high-speed computers. The main
features of the system are: model support and positioning equipment,
forced-motion mechanism, dynamometry, and Instrumentation Penthouse
containing recording and control equipment.

MODEL SUPPORT AND POSITIONING

Model support and positioning is accomplished by an assembly
consisting of a tilt table and a pair of twin towing struts, as shown by the
sketch in Figure 5. The assembly with model attached is portable, and
can be moved about by an overhead hoist as shown in Figure 6. The
portability is considered important at the Taylor Model Basin because
of the heavy workload requiring the active use of the towing carriages.

Figure 5 - Schematic Arrangement of DTMB
Planar - Motion- Me chanism

When it is desired to rig, ballast, or make time-consuming changes,
the assembly is placed on the storage stand shown in Figure 7. The
storage stand is mounted on jacks and has reference surfaces for

10
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I
I

Figure 6 - Tilt Table with Model Attached Being
Moved by Overhead Crane

I

I

Figure? - Tilt Table with Model Attached Mountedon Storage Stand
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I
levelling the model. Electrical power supplies and the Instrumentation
Penthouse are accessible so that the model and instrinitntft4em -n.-, I-,--
iuiy chec]ked cree and clear of the towing carriage. When used for
testivg, the assembly is mounted on a support bracket attached to and
extendina nit fi,•... --

Tilt Table

The tilt table is shown schematically in Figure 5 and by the
photographs in Figure 8. It is a rectangular frame constructed primariLy
of 8-inch steel I-beams welded together. The frame is about 9 feet
6 inches long and 2 feet 2 inches wide. A 3 7/8-inch diameter heavy-
walled steel tubing is inserted transversely through the frame at the
longitudinal midpoint and welded to it. The tubing serves as an axle
for tilting the table in the pitch plane. The axle fits wi~h close tolerance
into a split-clamp trunnion bearing on the support bracket which is
attached to the towing carriage. Caps are provided on the ends of the
axle to prevent the tilt table from slipping sidewise.

(a) Elevation View

(b) Plan View

Figure 8 - Views of Tilt Table

Two 6 inch diameter vertical sleeve bearings (cylinders) are
welded into the frame; one 45 inches forward and the other 45 inches
aft of the tilt axis. The cylinders are steel and lined with bearing
bronze. They are bored accurately to receive pistons which carry the
toing struts. Each cylinder contains two keyways, placed 180 degrees
apart, to maintain fore and aft alignment and prevent the pistons from
rotating. A 3/4-inch hole is bored through each cylinder wall to receive

12



S-"i itas yin which iocks tne pistons in place for the static
stability tests and also serves as a reference point in the oscillation
tests.

A machinery base about 10 inches high and 40 inches long is welded
on top of the tilt table on the end facing the carriage. The base supports
the oscillation motor and pulleys for the belt drive.

The table is tilted by the mechanism shuwn in close-up by Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Close-Up View of Tilting Mechanism

The end of the table is moved vertically by a 4-foot long Saginaw ball-
bearing screw-Jack mounted in the support bracket at the carriage end.
A link which is pin-connected at each end joins the tilt table to the
moving part of the screw-jack. A guide-rod installed in the support
bracket parallel to the screw-jack provides additional stiffness against
yawing or pitching of the tilt table. The guide-rod is a Z-inch diameter
precision ground steel cylinder equipped with a sliding ball-bearingbushing. A fixture containing the bushing is connected to the moving

part of the screw-Jack. Thus the screw is always supported at the point
at which the load is applied. Angular setting of the tilt tpble is accomn-
plished automatically. The screw-Jack is driven by a 1/3 hp. 550 volt.
3-phase electric motor. The gear reduction is such that the tilt table
moves at the rate of about one degree per second. The motor is equipped
with a L -ake to prevent coasting and is started and stopped by a command
switch and a system of micro-switches installed on the support bracket.
The micro-switches are each spaced approximately one-inch apart

13
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amounting to exactly one degree on the tilt table. In this manner, din-
crete angles can be c mnuianded from a remote station in one-degxee
steps over a range of * ZO degrees.

The tilt table assembly also can be moved vertically to change the
drnth nf anibmepeamu-. nf tuli m ONhl Th4*. a-'nvn14..ri hi, v4ra4vta new'
lowering the support bracket which rides up and down on a pair )f
parallel vertical rails attached to the carriage. An electric hoest
mounted on top of the towing carriage provides power for the movement.
The hoist cable is hooked to a pad-eye on the top of the support bracket.
When a vertical movement is not desired, the support bracket is clamped
tightly to the rails with qu•ick-release clamps.

Towing Struts

A twin strut system was adopted as the method of towing sub-
merged models. This decision was reached on the basis of thorough
*tudier of the tnwing problem including hydrodynamic, structural, and
handling aspects. In the design of strut systems for towing bodies that
are apt to be unstablethe torsional rigidity of the systern must be made
to exceed the anticipated static -moment rate of the model in yaw, pitch,
and roll. The torsional rigidity of a twin strut system in pitch and yaw
can be made greater by increasing the spacing between the points of
attachment of the struts. Thus for equal torsional rigidity, a much
larger section is required for a single strut than for nne of the twin
struts. It is of utmost importance to make the size of the strut small
in proximity to the model to minimize strut interference effects. Con-
sequently, the twin strut system is at a decided advantage in this re-
spect. Also, it is more feasible to make a twin-strut system stiff
enough so that the angles set at the unloaded condition will remain es-
sentially the same while the model is being towed at maximum speed and
high angle of attack.

The strut arrangement for the Planar Motion Mechanism can be
seen in Figures 5 and 6. The struts are attached to the tilt table
through th, pistons. A clamp between the piston and top of the strut
allows for attachment and adjustment of the spacing between the struts.
The adjustment is made by a hand-driven worm screw which moves the
strut relative to the piston. The strut spacing can be varied from 4. 5
to 9.0 feet.

The present strut is of simplified construction and was designed
from the standpoint of economy and case of fabrication. Nevertheless,
the portion of the strut in proximity to the modl was carefully designed
from a hydrodynamic standpoint. In the future these struts will be
replaced by a set of more sophisticated design. The struts basically
consist of an upper part, a transition, and a lower or small part. The
upper part is about 7 feet long and consists of an internal strut or core
to which an external fairing is attached with machine screws. The core
has a 7- x I 3/4-inch rectangular section and is constructed of 1/4-inch
stainless steel plates which are bent into angles and welded at adjacent
corners. Intermediate stiffeners running lengthwise are welded inside

14



of the rectangular section. The fairing is 1/8-inch sheet aluitdnum which!= •..•. iii• '.... .v %,I Lu iturm a nimplified hyaroiol- shaped section. The•
middle part of the fairing section is parallel and conforms to the core.

The leading and trailing edges of the fairing are wltiawnd $:th__. T!e

outside of the upper part of the strut thus has a uniform section about
12 inches on chord and 2 inches thick. A gueset plate welded to the top
of the strut serves as the means of attachment to the pistons on the
tilt table.

The tr; nsition part of the towing strut is constructed similarly to
the upper pi rt but the core and fairing are tapered so that in a length
of 20 inches the outside section tapers dow, to a chord of 6 1/8 inches.
Both the core and fairing of the transition are welded to the uppe r part
of the strut. The bottorm of the transition contains a split clamp which
holds and permits adjustment of the lower part of the strut.

The lower part of the strut was deliberately made as small as
practicable to minimize strut interference effects. Externally, it has
an ogival section 3 inches on chord and 1 1/8 inches thick. It is 36 inches
long and can either be retracted within the upper part of the strut or
adjusted up to an extension of 30 inches. The small part of the strut was
constructed by rolling two 1/8-inch stainless steel plates into circular
arcs and welding them together at the leading and trailing edges. It was
then heat treated and precision machined to obtain accurate alignment
of the model and strut when held in the clamp. When testing, part of
the small strut is within the model. Therefore, for the bottom 1 3/4 I
inches, the trailing edge of the ogival section was opened up in a U-shaped

fashion to facilitate passage of electrical cables through the strut. A
disk-shaped pad welded to the bottom of the strut permits attachment by I
bolts to the dynamometers within the model.

In addition to the use of small strut sections in proximity to the
model, Lhe method of setting hull angles also strongly minimizes strut 9
interference effects. When an angie is set on the model, the struts
rotate in the vertical center plane and thus maintain a zero angle of
attack with respect to the flow. The interference effect is largely due
to lift induced on the hull by the struts and since the struts remain at
zero angle of attack, this type of interference effect is not present. It
has been found that the interference effects on lift and moment with this
strut system are small enough to be neglected for nirbdels as small as
9 feet in length. The effects on drag which are due primarily to the
wake left by the struts are also very small.

FORCED-MOTION MECHANISM

The motions for the oscillation tests are supplied by a forced-motion
mechanism mounted on the tilt table. The mechanism consists of an
electric motor which utilizes positive drive pulleys to drive a slider-
crank attached to each of the two strut-pistons. The slider-cranks are
joined by a common drive-shaft which passes through a phase-changing
device. A counterbalancing device is provided for overcoming the
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deadweight load of the moving parts.

Drive System

The drive svstem is v-,,• t c,.z UP..I in ;'!ure it).
The prime mover is a 1 hp. 3 -phase, 6 0-cycle, 550 volt GeneralElectric motor. The motor contains a planetary gear that reduces the-r .... •- a ur oU -o '. ALUS the speed at the output shaft is 20 rpm.

Figure 10 - Close-Up View of Drive System for Forced-
Motion Mechanism

The fixed-speed motor was chosen because it provides maximum effi-ciency for minimum weight since tite motor always runs at its ratedspeed. Another consideration was the desire to avoid the use of variable-speed-control systems. Such systems, whether they be frequency con-trol for alternating current motors or amplidyne control for directcurrent motors, are very expensive and can be troublesome. Thecharacteristics of the induction type motor are reliable and the motorwill maintain constant speed with precision when subjected to the variableloads expected from the tests. This factor has been thoroughly verifiedby speed calibrations with the mechanism subjected to sucb variable
loads.

The variable-speed feature is not needed for subrrmerged bodiessince, as mentioned earlier, the normalized frequency varies directlywith oscillation frequency and inversely with towing carriage speed. Thecarriage has precision control over a continuous range of speeds and can,therefore, be used as the basis for the normalized frequency change.

There are cases where it is desirable to have the drive mechanismsupply more than one discrete oscillation frequency. For example, sucha feature is helpful in standstill runs or where it is not feasible to cover
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a broad enough range by varying carriage speeds. It is also helpful when
the technique is used to obtain the moment of inertia of the model in air.
Thus, the pulley system shown in Figure 10 was incorporated into the
design to provide a selection among three discrete frequencies of rota-

'Y jjwL~iýýLlc VUA~y ZZu A 1.J1Jrnore TimingTI

b;lt to cause the drive shaft to rotate at 1/2, 1, and 1 1/z times the
speed of the motor output shaft. This results in oscillation frequencies
of about 1. 1, 2. 2, and 3.3 radians per second. To avoid speed variation,
the pulleys used were of a special anti-backlash type. The belt is
changed from one pair of pulleys to another by lowering or raising the
motor shaft with respect to the drive-shaft. This is accomplished by
tilting the motor platform about a hinge along its edge. The tilting is
done automatically with two small motorized screw-Jacks. This device
enables the changes to be made quickly and provides a good means for
adjusting the tension in the belt.

The drive-shaft is I 7/8-inch-diameter steel tubing which runs the
length of the tilt table. It is supported near each end by pillow blocks.
Thrust bearings are provided to restrain the drive-shaft longitudinally.

Slider-Crank System

In the interests of simplicity and reliability, a slider-crank
mechanism, instead of a skotch yoke, was used to obtain sinusoidal
motion at each strut. The crank-arm whicl. provides a 1 inch eccentric-
ity is mounted on the drive-shaft above the conterline of the piston. The
connecting rod is attached to the crank-arm and a wrist pin in the piston.
It is 17 1/8 inches long between pin centers. The piston is constrained,
with close tolerance,to linear motion within the cylinder. It is keyed to
prevent rotation about its longitudinal axis.

Since the ratio of length of connecting rod to eccentricity is 17. 125,
the resulting motion is within 1. 5 degree of being truly sinusoidal.
There is no appreciable error introduced by assuming that the motion
is sinusoidal for purposes of analysis.

Phase-Changer and Synchronous Switch

The type of motion imparted to the model, whether it is pure
heaving, pure pitching, or some combination of the two, depends upon
the phase relationship between the motion of the two struts. The phase
angle is established by the phase-changer shown by the close-up view
in Figure 11. The phase-changer is essentially an index head consisting
of two aluminum disks which serve as flanges to bolt together the drive-
shaft ai a convenient point between the slider-cranks. One disk contains
calibrations every I degree about the circumference for 360 degrees;
the other a vernier index for resolving the angle within 0. 1 degree.
Between the disks is a worm-drive operated by a removable hand crank
which rotates one disk relative to the other. A phase change is made
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(a) Top View (b) End View

Figure 11 - Close-Up Views of Phase-Changer and Synchronous Switch

loosening the three bolts holding the disks together, turning the worm-
drive to obtain the prescribed angular setting, and then tightening the
bolts. Wher the pha~ie-changer is set at zero, the centering pins can
be inserted to lock the struts in place for static tests, or if the pins
are ren. )ved, the rnmchaniem will provide pure heaving motion. If pure
pitching motion is desired, the phase-changer is set at a predetermined
angle which depends upon the oscillation frequency, strut spacing, and
carriage speed, as mentioned earlier.

The end results sought in tNe oscillation tests are the separate force
and moment components which art. either in phase or in quadrature with
the input motions. To accomplish . zbj-..tive directly, an electrical
system which resolves the sinusoidal signals cc._ring from the force
balances into in-phase and quadrature components is rrade part of the
test equipment. The "brain" of the resolving system is the synchronous
switch shown in Figure I 1 which simultaneously selects either the
in-phase or quadrature parts of the signals coming fr-m all of the force
balances.

The synchronous switch assembly consists of a bearing support
mounted on the tilt table platform and a rotating drum connected by an
Oldham coupling to the drive-shaft. Mounted on the face of the bearing
support are four micro-switches. The rollers which actuate the switches
are spaced 1. 875 inches from the center of the shaft. The micro-
switches are set accurately so that they are tripped at exactly 0, 90,
180, and 270 degree.. The micro-switches.are tripped by a ball-bearing-
tipped sweeper mounted normally to the drum periphery. The sweeper
length is screw-adjusted and locked into place to carefully control the
pressure on the switches. The zotating drum is calibrated in one-degree
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increments about 360 degrees. A vernier index mounted on the bearing
support permits setting of angles to within 0. 1 degree. The drum can
be rotated with respect to the drive-shaft by releasing a split-clamn

~~M~~1 'i. ;Z= UWIL shaft. I l
As with'the phase-changer, the ,,tt -_-ffin •f h-*1,iu .whd

must be altered to conform to the kind of motion being produced. For
pure heaving, the procedure is straight-forward. The pistons are set
in mid-position corresponding to a setting of zero on the phase-changer.
The centering pins are inserted through the cylinders to hold alignment.
Then, by releasing, rotating, and tightening the clamp, the actuator of
the synchronous switch in set to zero position as indicated on the drum
scale. For each condition ,)f pure pitching, It is necessary to reset
the switch actuator to a new position. There are various techniques for
doing this, but each amounts to indexing the drum on the synchronous
switch to one-half the angle set on the phase-changer.

Counterbalancing
t

In addition to overcoming hydrodynamic loads, the drive-motor of
the forced-motion mechanism must raise and lower the unsupported
deadweight load of the moving parts of the system. Assuming a neutrally
buoyant model, this load is caused by the weight of connecting rods,
pistons, strut supports, struta, and part of the gage assemblies. The
deadweight would normally impose a sinusoidal load on the drive-motor
of considerably greater amplitude than the maximum hydrodynar-ic load
anLticipated. Consequently, the use of alternative systemns of counter-

balancing was investigated. Counterbalancing weights were discarded
for two reasons. first, the weights would substantially increase the total
weight of the system to be cantilevered on the support bracket and
secondly, there would be problems of restraining the weights from
swinging to avoid inertial effects. The system shown by the close-up
in Figure 12 was adopted, therefore, as the means of counterbalancing.

Figure 12 -Close-Up View of Counterbalancing Device
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It may be seen that the system is made up at each strut of eight
individual flexator springs joined together and attached at the strut by
"- •"- £A--• a. ... •u ype o0 spring winch exerts
nearly constant tension over its design range of deflections. Its net I
effect, therefore, is very similar to the use of weights. Eac~h nl thde
tiexator springs used has a capacity of 50 pounds. Thus, the total
system counterbalances 800 pounds but only weighs 50 pounds itself.

DYNAMOMETRY

The dynamometry is composed of a system of gages designed to
measure forces and moments in six degrees of freedom, The gages
are installed within the test model as shown in Figure 5. An internal
gage system was chosen in preference to the external types which are
commonly used in similar wind-tunnel applications for the following
reasons:

1. It eliminates the need for strut-tare corrections or, in the
alternative, housing the towing struts within fairing. The
latter technique is undesirable since it *ends to increase
the overall section size of the strut in proximity to thy model
and thus aggravates the problem of minimizing strut iiter-
ference effects.

2. The balances are fixed to and rotate with the model so that
the forces and moments are always measured with respect
to the body axes. This is considered to be the preferred
end result for analysis of the coefficients in the equations
of motion.

The major components of the eystem are the modular force gages
and the roll gages. The individual components and how they are as-
sembled within the model to operate as a system are discussed in order.

Modular Force Gage

A modular type of gage was adopted as the basis for providing a
force and moment measurement system which is free of interactions
both mrechanical and electrical. It is well known that other types of
flexural multi-component balances suffer from mechanical interactions,
that is, indirect loads affect the strains or deflections that are being
measured. Attempts are made, with varying degrees of success, to
mask this effect by arrangement of electrical transducers. A typical
technique in the use of rosettes with bonded wire-resistance strain
gages. Interactions are particularly objectionable for two reasons:

1. They affect the accuracy of a system especially where the
combined loads are large compared with the direct load being
measured.
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Z. They require the use of matrix-type calibrations. This re-
time and is also cumbersome during testing where essenually

end results are desired for plotting an, checking purposes.

The mcdular force gage used with the system is shown in Figure 13.It is cube-shaped, 4. 000 inches on edge and machined out of a solid blockof ARMCO Steel Corporation 17-4 PH stainless steel. This material wasselected for its excellent flexural properties, its corrosion resistance,and because it can be finished-machined and heat-treatAd without dis-tortion or warpage. It has practically zero mechanical hysteresis; with-in the accuracy of measurement, the load-deflection curve is the sarne
in both loading and unloading.

& •

Figure 13 - Modular Force Gage

It may be seen that the cube has three pairs of faces of differenttype, designated as flexures, raounting surfaces, and open ends, re-spectively. Each flexural face is composed of two flexures 2. 500 inches
long, 0. 186 inches thick, and 1. 00 inches wide. A 2.)-X 2.5-inch
rectangular opening allows access to the transducer within the gage.Each mounting surface has 4 holes, one at each corner, which are tappedto receive 3/8-inch bolts and 2 holes arranged near opposite edges on
one centerline which are drilled and reamed to receive 1/4-inch aligningpins. Both mounting surfaces are identical except that one contains an
additional hole to be used with the stop. The open ends of the gages aremade up of the thickness of the flexures and mounting surfaces. Thedimensions of all gage units are made identical to provide interchange-
ability.
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The inside of the gage is formed by machining away as little
mattrial from the cube as practical. This was done to retain simplicity
and to allow for very rigid support members. The two major parts

',,i•_ t!. -...... .z •,, Výlcata which support and maintain rel-
ative position of the transducer coil and core. The coil pedestal iu an
unusually stiff member which is an integral part and moves with one
mounting surface. It holds a 1 I/8-.inch diameter cylindrical stop which

projects through the opposite mounting surface and flush to the outer
face. The stop, limits the amount of gage travel and thus guards against
overload of the flexures. It has a clearance of 0. 031 inch on diameter.

The core pedestal is also rigid anxd in part of the mounting surface
which moves opposite to that for the coil. A tapped hole in the pedestal
provides screw-adjustment of the core relativt to the coil. A lock nut
holds the core piece in place after adjustment is made. With the fore-
going arrangement, the transducer senses the deflection of the flexures
as a parallel movement of one mounting surface relative to the other.
The movement is equated to load on the basis of a static calibration with
weights.

The spring constant of the flexure boxes was chosen high enough to
obtain a natural frequency which would not result in magnification of
oscillatory forces due to either carriage vibrations or forced-mechanism
motions yet low enough to obtain good sensitivity and resolution. The
relative deflection of the gage mounting surfaces is about 0.010 inch for
a load of 500 pounds. The natural frequency with a 2000-pound model
attached is about 30 cycles per second for each gage compared with a
maximum frequency of 0.5 cycle per second for the forced motion
mechanism. It is apparent, therefore, that the static calibration applies
with rigor to the oscillatory forces measured.

The flexure boxes are exceedingly stiff with respect to forces and
couples normal to the mounting surfaces and open ends. The only
possible source of mechanical interaction, therefore, would be a large
force exerted at the center of the mounting surfaces while the flexures
are inclined. The movement of the flexures has been kept down to
0.01 inch for a direct load of 500 pounds. Consequently, an indirect
load of 500 pounds would cause an interaction of about 0.05 percent,
which is less than can be detected with most existing calibration de-
vices.

The transducer used with the force gage is the so-called TMB
Magnigage. The magnigage used is wound as a variable-reluctance type
gage. It is similar in some respects to commercially obtainable units,
however, it is magnetically shielded and is potted in plastic to operate
efficiently when completely immersed in water. A watertight discon-
nect especially developed for the purpose is used for electrical con-
nection to the recorders.

The electrical signal coming from the transducer changes when the
core is displaced axially relative to the coil because of changes in length
of air gaps between poles. The sensitivity as well as the range of
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linearity of the transducer is governed by the ratio of maximum core I
movement to length of air gap. This ratio is usuallyv n•,ltrrii-ý*, .-basis o0 maximum deflection and attendant maximurM load anticipated
for the gages. The cores presently installed within the transducers were Iselected to pivo. ist_• ,tsag_ of=t~l-tc :k• 0 , • u . 004 incu.I
Taking into account the spring constant and the means for adjusting
electrical sensitivity discussed later. each modular force gage is cali-
brated and adjusted to give a reading on the digital recorder of exactly I
1000 counts for 200 pounds force. Since the calibration is linear, eachi
count is equivalent to 0. 2 pound. The electrical sensitivity can bechanged to extend the range of measurement if desired.

Roll Gage

The modular force gages provide the means for measuring allrequired forces and moments except roll moment. Separate gages tomeasure roll momrent are needed, therefore, to complete the system.
The transverse sections at point of strut attachment on most models 3were not large enough to accommodate an offset modular force gage.
Consequently, a different type of gage was selected for this purpose.
The roll gage shown in Figure 14, is designed to measure pure torque
about one axis in contrast to the modular gages which measure one com-
ponent of pure force. It is not affected by the force@ and moments ex-
erted in other directions.

(a) Assembled with Gimbal

LI

(b) Individual Components

Figure 14 - Roll Gage
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As seen in Figure 14, the roll gage is very similar to the TM]B Mag-

nitorque uniLts used with the transmission propulsion dynamometers. The
primary elements of the aaae are the ahaft __._ . • *2*z * . ', "
two main features of the shaft assembly are the flexural section and the
armature. The shaft itself is K-monel metal. The flexural element,

-.... • ---- Lim 1 nih oi the @halt. consists of two sec-
tions, each about 1. 125 inches long, which are necked-down from a
diameter of 1. 370 to 1. 200 itches. The two sections are spaced
3/8 inch apart and are spool-like in appearance. The K-monel was
selected as the flexura! material because of its low mechanical hysteresis
and non-magnetic prop -rtles. The armature is magnetic stainless steel
and consists of three rings which are fastened over the shaft, one at
!ach end and one at the middle of the flexural unit. The configuration of

the rings in such that four longitudinal air gaps are formed at each side
of the center ring. When a torque in a given direction is applied to the
ohaft, the air gaps on one side decrease and those in the other side in-
crease by an equal amouint. The differential changes in magnetic path
cause the signal changes in the transducer.

The shaft was turned down from larger stock to provide a 3 9/16-inch
diameter flange at one end for mounting purposes. The flange is bolted
to the model through the chain of force gages. The other end of the shaft
is attached to a gimbal block, and in turn the strut, by two number 8
taper pins rotated 90 degrees with respect to each other.

To maintain reasonable stiffness in roll. the torsional spring con-
stant was selected as 650 pound-feet to produce a twist angle of 30 min-
utes. The air gaps in the armature were made 0.01 inch to obtain the
desired sensitivity and linearity characteristics.

The coil unit used in conjunction with the armature constitutes the
transducer for the roll gage. The coil used is wound as a variable
reluctance type gage. The coil is potted in plastic so that it will operate
efficiently when fully immersed in water.

The roll gage is inserted and fastened into a block. The block is
also part of a gimbal which allows freedom about the pitch and yaw axes
but offers restraint about the roll axis. Thus when a roll moment is
applied, there it essentially no rotation of the coil or the fixed end of
the shaft.

Taking into account the spring constant and the means for adjusting
electrical sensitivity, each roll gage is presently calibrated and ad-
justed to give a reading on the digital recorder of exactly 1000 counts
for 200 pound-feet of moment. Since the calibration is linear, each
count is equivalent to 0.Z pound-foot. The electrical circuitry for the
roll gage is similar to that of the force gages; the electrical sensitivity
can be changed to e.Uend the range of measurement if desired.
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teGage Assembly and Arrangement

ist n' -b•itz' t., vary the number, orientation, and arrangement of 1
the individual gages to tailor the measurement system to the requirement
of a specific test. The standard arrangement used for testing submerged
bodies with the DTMB Planar--Motion-Mechanism System is shown in
Figure 5. It is seen that the gage assembly at each of the two struts is
connected from model to strut by a gimbal which allows freedom about
its own pitch and yaw axes but offers restraint about its roll axis. The
centers of the two gimbals are aligned with the body x-axis and are
equidistant from the origin which is usually taken as the prototype CG
scaled down to model dimensions.

It is convenient to resort to the analogy of a simpl supported beam
to explain how forces and moments are determined with the foregoing
arrangement. Taking for example motions in the vertical plane, the
total Z-force exerted on the model (beam) is experienced as pure reaction
forces at each of the gimbal centers; the moment about each of these
centers is zero. The reaction Z-forces are measured by the gages and
their vector sum is equal to the total Z-force. These reaction forces
are then resolved with respect to the CG to obtain pitching moment. Be-
cause of symmetry, the pitching moment is the vector difference between
the reaction Z-forces times the distance from one gimbal center to the
CG. The total X-force exerted on the model is also experienced as re-
action X-forces which are measured by the gages at each of the two
gimbal centers. The vector sum of the reaction X-forces is equal to the
total X-force but since the reaction X-forces are aligned with the axis,
there is no contribution to pitching moment.

The same technique is used to obtain the forces and moments in the
horizontal plane leaving only the roll moment to be determinet . The
total roll moment is equal to the sum of the reaction roll moments which
are measured by the roll gage at each strut.

It may be noted that it is possible to eliminate one roll gage and
one X-gage and yet measure all required forces and moments. To do
so, a gimbal with three degrees of freedom and a slider which permits
movement along the x-axis are installed at one strut. This allows the
entire roll moment and X-force to be taken on one roll gage and one
X-gage, respectively. It was considered desirable, however, to have
a closed elastic system and thus avoid problems of friction and lost
motion which have harassed some of the earlier two-strut systems.

The gage assembly at each strut can be examined more closely in
Figure 15. The model is equipped with a bedplate to receive the gage
assembly. The first force gage is bolted to the bed plate through a
mounting plate; its flexures face the x-direction so that it measures the
X-force. The opposite mounting surface of the first gage is bolted by achanneled plate to one mounting surface of a second gage whose flexures

face the y-direction so that, it measures Y-force. The other mounting
surface of the Y-force gage is bolted by a gusseted angle bracket to a
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(a) Top View (b) Fore and Aft View

7 Figure 15 - Gage Assembly

third gage whose flexures face the z-direction so that it measures
Z-forces. The remaining mounting surface of the Z-force gage is bolted
to the shaft of the roll balance which is connected through the gimbal to
the towing strut pad. Thus, starting at the model, the order followed
in the chain of gages is: X-force, Y-force, Z-force, and roll moment.

INSTRUMENTATION PENTHOUSE

A portable room called the Instrumentation Penthouse contains all
of the electrical recording, control, and readout equipment for the
DTMB Planar--Motion-Mechaninam System. The Penthouse is a steel
framework made up of I-beams and channels. It has a 10-X 14-foot
decked-over floor; the four walls are 7-feet high and covered with lucite
except for an open doorway and the ceiling is open.

The Penthouse can be moved by overhead crane either onto the
carriage for test purposes or to a convenient storage space for calibra-
tion and checking of instruments and model. When testing, the Pent-
house, as the name implies, is mounted on the top of the carriage and
overlooks the model and other equipment, as shown in Figure 16. It
serves as the center of operation for the engineers involved in the test.
In addition to test instrumentation, the Penthouse contains desks, other
office equipment, and fluorescent lighting so that calculations, working
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plots, and even finalized analyses can be made on site.

Figure 16 -Penthouse MAounted on Top of Carriage

All electrical circuitry which comes from the model and forced-
motion mechanism to the Penthouse is joined together by a gang-discon-
nect. The female half of the disconnect is mounted on the tilt table and
the male half is attached to the cables which remain with the Penthouse.
This device is an effective rneans of saving hook-up t me and also serves
to minimize errors in wiring which so often arise under the stress of
meeting a test schedule.

The instrumentation within the Penthouse is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Inside View of Penthouse Showing Instrumentation
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It consists of three general categories: recording system for mteady-
state tests (statics), recording system for oscillatior tests, arnd pro-
,taazzling anl controi equipment.

~SAIX JYKyem jor aceady-btate liests

The recording syxtems for both the steady-state and oscillation
tests are alike in many respects and acturllv uute ceAnmrmn components.
In interests of clarity, however, the two are ceparately desE ribed as
complete systems.

The steady-state recording equipment is a digital system designed
to display and readout the unique steady-state value of each force and
moment sensed by the transducers for any given test condition. The
equipment is contained within the two racks on the left-hand side of
Figure 17. The typewriter shown in the figure is also part of the digital
system. It may be seen that the system is made up of 8 channels to
conform to the number of gages in the model. Each channel is separate
in all respects except for the power supply that it shares in common.

Briefly, each channel is essentially an automatic null-balancing
system; the transducer in the gage and the digital indicator combine
together in a servo system. The transducer output is balanced by a
potentiometer. When a gage in the model is deflected, the resulting
e.rror signal from the transducer is amplified and drives a servo motor
which positions a potentiometer to restore electrical balance, or null,
to the system. The amount that the potentiometer is moved is thexn a
measure of the force or moment applied at the gage. The various com-
ponents and circuitry which constitute the recording systems are shown
by the block diagram in Figure 18.
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steadyý-state tests . The term gage is used to denote the variable reluc -
tanc-e tra~nsducer whether it be the rnagnigage used with the rritodular
force gages or the ragritorque used witn tne roii gages. The 400-cycia

power source supplies a 4.5-volt carritr to the gage in such a manner
that the current divider into two paths, one about each coil. If the core
of the gage is electrically centered, the impedances of the gage halves
are equal and, consequently, the voltages are equal. As the core is
displacud, the impedance of one gage half i-acreases and that of the other
decreases with corresponding voltage changes.

Alternating vol*ages from the gages pass to the balance and sensi-
tivity control box which czontains two silicun diode bridges as well as
other adjustments and refinements that are described in more detail
later. These voltages are rectified by the diode bridgee to produce full-
wave rectified direct current voltages. The total rectified voltage ob-
tained across both coils is constant and is used as a reference voltage.
Polarity is established by making one side of the line positive and the
other negative. The voltage measured between each coil changes, how-
ever, when the gage core is displaced; the voltage across one coil in-
creases while the other decreases to an eqixal extent so that the reference
voltage always remains constant. This is analogous to a three wire
system in \Jhich the voltage across the outside lines remains constant but
the voltage from one side to the co'nmon is made variable. The feedback
potentiometer, which is on the shaft of the digital indicator, is wired
similarly; the voltage across the end terminals is the reference voltage
and the common is attached to the potentiometer slider. When the gage
core is at electrical center, the potentiometer slider is at mid-position.

When the gage core is displaced, an error signal results.

The error signal is fed to a chopper servo-amplifier similar to that
contained in the Brown Recorder manufactured by Minneapolis-Honeywell
Company. The chopper converts the direct-current error signal into
60-cycle alternating current. The resulting signal is amplified to drive
a servo motor which in turn drives the potentiometer slider until the
error signal is reduced to zero and a null-balance established.

The digital indicator, shown in Figure 19, is the active part of the
feedback loop. The assembly is made up largely of commercially ob-
tainable components. Beginning from the left, it may be seen that there
is a digitizer, detent unit, aervo motor, speed reducer, and potentiorm -
eter. The components are aligned axially ard are conne,:•ed together
with Oldham couplings to minimize binding. The Metron speed reducer,
is an anti-backlash planetary gear box with a reduction of ZI to 1. It
is inserted between the servo motor and 10-turn Heliopot (* 0.05 lin-
earity) so that the range of the system is ± 5 turns on the potentiometer,
with a little to spare. The digitizer is connected directly to the through-
shaft of the servo motor. The digitizer, called a Digicon, is a unit
manufactured by Anatran Engineering Corporation. It is essentially a
5-digitmecharncal counter equipped with constant-type electrical con-
tacts. Elreven wires are brought out of each decade, one for each unit
and one common. These wires lead to the programmer and scanner and
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then to the readout equipment. The detent unit, a solenoid-operated
-. ,,,,, &WA , O pukan, in insertea between the servo motor and digitizer

to center the units decade on a contact when command for readout is
given.

Figure 19 Digital Indicator

The digital indicator operates in two modes. balancing and readout.
In the balancing mode, it is part of the feedback loop, as explained
earlier. In the readout mode, the servo motor in automatically stopped
and the digitizer berves is a miemory which stores the last reading
obtained.

The programmer and scanner unit is tfe brain of the readout system
and will be discussed in more detail later. It serves two functions:
first, the introductioai of predetermined datat slLch as run number, hull
angle and control surface angle and secondly, scanning and sequencing
the data actively obtained during the test. When a test run is mrade, the
digital indicators are allowed to settle out at an approximately fixed
reading. At comi iand, the servo motors are automatically stopped and
the scanner unit feeds the readings in correct sequence, one digit at a
time, to the solenoid- operated IBM Electric Typewriter. The typewriter
tabulates the data on a form especially prepared for the purpose, as
shown by the reduced sample given in Figure 20. In addition to the
typewritten copy, the data can be transmitted on to punch-cards or tape
for processing on high-speed digital computers.

As mentioned earlier, the balance and sensitivity control box con-A tains features that are provided for the purpose of maintaining accuracy
and incrc-asing versatility of the systemn. Aniong theme features are the

means of checking zero, adjusting and checking sensitivity, changingI 30



zero reference, and filtering to smooth out the data.
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Figre 0 -Typical Data Sheet for Static Stability arnd Control et

A zero-check switch is provided to separate any change of reading

due to causes other than actual gage displacement. These changesI
could be due to causes such as changes in value of circuit resistors ordiodes. )When the switch is closed, the priaries of two 1nput trans-

formers of the control circuit are connected in parallel so that theirI
voltages must be equal regardless of gage core position. lithe zero-kcheck reading differ from the original value, the difference iM due to

chanzges in the control unit circuitry rather than the gage. Thus the
* reading obtained on the digital indicator may be corrected by this amount.

If the gage is not balanced at the time of testing due to preload or core

offset, it is desirable to balance it directly. This is accomplished by a
"gage zero" potentioreter which is adjusted to make the impedances
across the two gage halves equal.

The "pen position" adjustment is provided to set the initial reading
of the digital indicator or recorder to any desired value while the model
is at rest. The usual practice for steady-state tests is to adjust their
digital indicator to read gero when there are no hydrodynamic loads on

the system. The setting is periodically checked before each run or group
of runhe to maintin the zero. The advantages of this procedure are that
it provides a means for determining easily whether any changes other
than hydrodynamic have occurred in the total system and it eliminates the
need for subtracting arbitrary readings on each channel to obtain the net
readings. The pen position adjusttment is accopopiisted by a potentio r n-
eter which is connected in parallel with the feedback potentiometer.
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A span or sensitivity adjustment is provided to establish the cali-
bration of the digital indicator in terms of the load on the gage. The span
control is a potentiometer which id placed in series with the part of the
circuit that goes with the feedback notfntinn mrn,-t o1-.4- -. --L- L LL
bauancea voltage resulting fr -4n displacement of the gage appears across I
the span potentiometer an well as any other resistors placed in series
with it. Thp rS__-e ct, ,:---itiity variue irom nearty zero to an amount
somewhat in. excess of that required to accommodate the maximum
sensitivity of all the types of transducers used in the tests. The span
potentiometer has a calibrated index and can be locked into place.

Span control settings are usually established with the modular force
gage or roll balance mounted on a calibration stand. Since all compo-
nents of the measurement system are linear, the settings are determined
on the basis of that required to give a reading of exactly 1000 counts on
each channel for sorne predetermined load. As mentioned earlier, the
usual sensitivity is 200 pounds for 1000 counts, however, sensitivities
of twice or one-alaf of this amount are used from time to time depending
on the range of loads encountered in the test. The senhitivity settings
for each cali.,ration are recorded in a log book. These settings have
been found to hold true for any particular gage and control box combina-
tion over periods as long as a year. The sensitivity control settings are
locked into place by the test engineer prior to the teat. The settings are
checked independently by another engineer to avoid errors.

To give further assurance that nothing has occurred to change
sensitivity and to make the control boxes and gages interchangeable during
the course of a test, a checking system which is independent of the
transducer movement is provided. This "span check" is made by ap-
plying a step signal to simulate an actual transducer change. To do this,
a precision resistor in the control box is shunted across one gage -oil.

The signal coning from the gages is a fluctuating one even in steady-
state tests. This is due largely to carriage vibrations which are trans-
mitted to the model through the rigid attachment. A filter is provided
in the control box to smooth this signal to obtain one steady value at the
digital indicators. The filters are made up in steps so that only the
amount needed for smoothing is used without reedlessly sacrificing speed
of response. The filter switch connects successive values of capacitance
between the span potentiometer slider and one side of the feedback
potentiometer. The polarity between these two points is always the same
so that el-ctrolytic capacitors of reasonable size can be used. Since thia
capacitance is outside of the servo feedback loop, it introduces no in-
stability.

Recording System for Oscillation Tests

TLe recording system for the oscillation tests is the sarne in many
respects as that used for steady-state tests. The distinguishing features
are: the introduction of the synchronous switch, the introduction of the
force-component separator and integrator, and the use of the Brown
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Recorder in lieu of servo amplLier and digital Indicator. These corn-
ponents are shown by the lower leg of the block diagram of Figure 18. U

Th.,!.. ==-z pa. . u Li; recorcing system when the selector switch is
thrown from static to dynamic.

The synchronous switch shown by the block diagram is the one that
was described in detail in connection with the forced-motion mechanism.
It is, however, more properly a basic component of the recording system
for the oscillation tests. The one switch assembly is common to all
Ckarnnels. It is used in conjunction with the separate channels of the force-
component separator to resolve the sinusoidal gage signals into in-phase
and quadrature components, as shown by Figures 3 and 4.

The force-component separator can be seen in the top of the second
rack from the left in Figure 17. It is made up of 8 channels to serve
each individual force or roll gage. Each channel is a separate plug-in
unit and is interchangeaLle with all of the others. The major components
of the force-component separator unit are the selector switch and polar-
ized micro-second relay.

The selector switch has five settings. The switch is set prior to a
given run ox group of runs to determine the mnode of operation of the
recording system. One setting activates the recording system for
steady-state tests, as shown by the block diagram. The other four
settings are pertinent to the oscillation tests. They are divided into an
in-phase pair and a quadrature pair, denoted briefly as "in" and "out",
respectively. Each pair is further subdivided into "normal" and
"reverse". The "in" setting electrically actuates the 0-180-degree pair
of synchronous switches; the "out" setting electrically actuates the
90-270-degree pair. A change of setting from normal to reverse, changes
the polarity of the signal. One-half the algebraic sum of the integrated
normal and reverse signals for any given component is equivalent to the
mean direct-current level of the alternating signal. The major advantage
of the normal-reverse procedure is that it eliminates the requirement
for knowing the static zero precisely.

After the selector switch setting is made, the micro-second relay
comes into play with the given synchronous- switch pair to perform a
rectification of the signal. For example, if an "in-normal" setting is
made, then the 0-180-degree pair of synchronous switches is electri-
cally active. Everytime the O-degree switch is thrown, the coil in the
relay, is energized to close a set of contacts which complete the electri-
cal circuit. The signal then comes through with normal polarity. Every-
time the 180-degree switch is thrown the coil in the relay is energized
to close a set of contacts which reverse the polarity or "flip" the signal.
The net effect of this alternate flipping at 0 and 180 degrees is a recti-
fied signal which goes to the recorder. Since the synchronous switch has
been phased-in with the motion by adjusting both the phase-changer and
switch on the forced-motion mechanism, the rectification is in synchro-
nism with the motion.

hI
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The integrator consists simply of 8 channels of long-time-constant
filters. A filter unit consisting of an assembly of electrolytic capacitors
is housed in each of the force-compox'ent separator units. A 5-point
switch is arovided with un-eh €f I -.--. r -#---- .4! -L AV- V•U,

2000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 microfarads, respectively. For any par-
ticular test, the filter step is chosen on the basis of the minimum amount
-f Lar.., uirat! io give the desirecd smoothing. In this way, the
time required to obtain a complete run is minimized. Since the integra-
tion or filtering is done with capacitance changes rather than resistance
changes there is no attenuation of the steady-state signal in going from
no filter to full filter.

The integrated signal is equivalent to the direct-current level of the
oscillatory signal. Consequently, it is necessary to multiply the
magnitude of the integrated signal by a factor of W to arrive at the
amplitude of the component being measured.

Although, it is possible to record the integrated signal on the digital
indicator, it has been found more advantageous to resort to a Brown
Recorder for this purpose. The running record on the strip chart enables
the test engineer to judge when the time constant of the filter has been
exceeded and a condition of balance has been established. Also, any
remaining "ripple" can be averaged by eye to obtain a more refined
value.

The validity of the force-component-separator and integrator has
been established on basis of controlled laboratory tests. The core of
a magnitude unit was oscillated approximately sinusoidally at each of
two frequencies and at a known amplitude. Predetermined phase angles
were varied over a range of about* 40 degrees. The results of such a
study are shown in Figure 21 which compares measured values with
known or precisely computed values. The study has demonstrated that
the amplitude of any individual component is determined to an accuracy
of within 1 percent. This is comparable with the accuracies usually
obtained in refined steady-state tests.

Programming and Control Equipment

To increase versatility and make the system complete, equipment
is provided which enables remote control of model and test conditions
from the Penthouse. The major advantages of this equipment are:

I. It conserves the number of personnel required for testing.

2. It saves a substantial amount of the time required to make
changes in test conditions.

3. It allows the changes to be made while the carriage is underway.
For example, in one pass up the basin, 4 or 5 conditions can
be evaluated in static tests instead of one, as was the case
where manual means were employed to make changes.
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Figure Z1 - Evaluation of Force-Component Separator and
Integrator System

Most of the programming and control equipment is contained in the

first rack on the right shown in Figure 17. The equipment incorporates
features for control of hull angles (tilt table settings), control surface
angles, propeller rpm, carriage speed, and oscillation frequency.

The tilt table control consists of two switches, one which determines
whether the direction of the motion will be up or down and the other
which specifies the number of degrees orientation. In this manner, die-
crete angles in one-degree steps can be obtained over a range of *20 de-
grees. When a setting is made on the control panel, the motor-driven
screw-jack on the tilting mechanism is actuated and runs until the ap-
propriate micro-switch is reached. Signal lights on the panel indicate
when the tilt table has come to rest at the discrete angle. The settings
can be made while the carriage is underway. Consequently, several
hull-angle conditions can be tested in one pass along the basin.

The control surface angles are set with a system which utilizes a
digital indicator of the type used in the recording system. A switch on
the panel is used to start, stop, or reverse, the motor-driven rotary
actuator units installed in the model. A separate actuator is attached
to each set of control surfaces. The output shaft of each actuator has a
potentiometer which is used as a transducer to indicate shaft rotation.
Prior to testing, the potentiometer is calibrated with the digital indi-
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* I
cator to determine the degree settings. A control surface angle is set
by starting the actuator motor, watching the digital indicator until the
desired angle is reached, and thtn stopping the motor. The control-
surfa t•e analamk an hI.b elha •..-A .. ... I.- _ . JJ . .

angles in one pass along the basin.

The system ior serung propeuer rpm is somewhat more elaborate.
The speed of the propeller motors in the model is governed by an
amplidyne control system which operates with a 0 to 400 volt, 5-kilowatt
motor-generator set installed on the carriage. The speed of the propeller
motors is varied by changing the voltage coming from the generator. This
is accomplished by a control box with two Heliopots which are placed in
the generator field circuit. One of the heliopots Is used either completely
open or completely closed. The other is used to obtain fine adjustment.
In this way, power can be gradually applied with the first Heliopot and
yet the Zine adjustment on the other can be retained to maintain constant
propeller rpm from one run to another.

The propeller rpm is indicated on a revolution-speed-time recorder
which is made up of Berkeley-type electronic pulee-counters. The
revolution pulses are provided by a pick-up installed within the model on
the propeller shaft. The pulses are counted over a finite time interval
of 1, 5, 6, or 10 seconds to give a direct display of rps or rpm. The
time interval is accurately determined with a millisecond timing oscil-
lator.

The propeller rpm for a given test condition is predetermined by one
or a combination of three methods: inspection of a frequency meter which
operates off the pick-up units, inspection of the counts indicated on the
revolution-speed-time recorder for 1-second time intervals, or inspection
of readings of the X-gages on the digital indicators to determine whether
the correct propeller thrust is being delivered. When a model has more
than one propeller, the shafts are usually geared together so that a
pick-up is used only on one shaft.

Remote control of the carriage speed is not required since it is
hydraulically driven and speed is maintained within 0.01 knot once the
setting is made. The speed settings are provided to the carriage operator
by the test engineer using an inter-communication system. The carriage
speed is indicated on the revolution-speed-time recorder in much the
same way as the propeller revolutions. An electromagnetic pulse gene-
rator on an idler wheel of th.e towing carriage produces 100 pulses per
foot of travel of the carriage. The number of pulses taken over the
same finite intervals as the propeller revolutions gives a direct display
of speed in feet per second or feet per minute.

The oscillation frequency is governed by a constant speed induction
motor. Consequently, only an off-on switch is required on the control
panel. The setting on the pulley drive determines which one of the three
discrete frequencies will be imparted to the drive-shaft. A millisecond
timer operating off a micro-switch on the drive-shaft of the mechanism
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hab been employed to check and record oscillation frequency. It has
%.jwaj ,vcu," huwever," at mzere M e been no measurable change in

frequency for each of the three setting, since the system was first
installed.

The values of the finalized settings made with the programming and
control equipment pass into the scanner unit shown by Figure 18. The
values are thus sequenced and recorded automatically and appear on the
data sheet as shown in Figure 20.

TYPICAL TEST RESULTS OBTAINED WITH SYSTEM

All of the hydrodynamic coefficients required in the equations of
motion for submerged bodies in six degrees of freedom can be obtained
with the DTMiB Planar- Motion-Mechanism System. This is accomplished
by appropriate orientation of the model and mode of operation of the
system. With present techniques, a few of these coefficients are deter-
mined only over their linear range. It is believed, however, that when
the capabilities of the system are fully exploited, techniques will evolve
for extending these few coefficients into the nonlinear range, if found to
be necessary.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of the numerous
coefficients which enter into the equations of motion. It is believed to
be pertinent, however, to include representative samples of test results
obtained for each of the three classes of coefficients. Examination of
these samples should provide insight not orly into the nature of these
coefficients but also the quality with which they can be determined by
the system. Before proceeding, it is reemphasized that all of the coef-
ficients are obtained from explicit relationships.
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Figure 22 -Typical Curves of Static Force and M•oment versus
Body Angle
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Typical teat results for coefficients of the "static" variety are
shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24. The variation of normal force and
pitching moment with body anule is shown in Fici-ra. 2.7 an•A tl•-k .....
iation of normal force and pitching moment with stern plane angle in

shown for various body angles in Figures 23, and 24, respectively. I
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Figure 23- Typical Curves of Figure 24- Typical Curves of
Static Force versus Static Moment versus
Control-Surface Angle Control-Surface Angle
for Various Body Angles for Various Body Angles

As indicated in the legends of the figures, the derivatives are obtained
from the slopes of the appropriate curves faired through the data points.
The slopes of the body-angle curves are taken through a body angle
of zero and become the static stability derivatives. The slopes of the
control-surface curves for zero body angle are taken through a control-
surface angle o( zero and become the control derivatives.

Typical results of pure pitching tests which are used to obtain
(damping) force and moment derivatives are shown in Figure 25. It
may be noted that the quadrature components of force mneasured at each
of the two struts are plotted separately. It has been found desirable
to do so since the slopes of the two curves can then be substituted di-
rectly into the two formulas shown in the legend to obtain the damping
force derivative Zq and damping moment derivative Mq
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Figure 25 -Typical Curves of Forces versus Angular Velocity
Amplitude from Pure Pitching Tests used to Obtain
Damping Force and Damping Moment Derivatives

The curves of in-phase force components shown in Figure 26 are
also typical of the results obtained from pure pitching tests. Here
again, the force components measured at each strut are plotted sep-
arately. The angular acceleration derivatives, the added moment of
inertia M. and associated force Z. , are obtained from the slopes of
the curvei using the formulas givcn in the legend.
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Figure 26 -Typical Curves of Forces versus Angular Acceleration
Amplitude from Pure Pitching Tests used to 0btainAdded Moment of Inertia (and Associated Force)
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The kind of results obtained from pure heaving tests is shown in

Figure 27. The slope* of the separate in-phase force component curves
are used with the formulas given to obtain thf linear acceleration deriv-
atives, the added masm Z and associated moment Mw I
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Figure 27 - Typical Curves of Forces versus Linear Acceleration
Amplitude from Pure Heaving Tests used to Obtain Added
Mass (and Associated Moment)
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